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Abstract 
Let k be a finite extension of Q, which contains the roots of unity jly, where q = p”, p # 2. 
Vostokov has generalized the norm residue symbol for mixed characteristic n-dimensional local 
fields X,, = k{{tl}}. {{tn-l}}. We show here that the Vostokov pairing on X, commutes with 
the Parshin pairing defined on its residue field. We also show that the Parshin pairing defined on 
the n-dimensional local field X,, = FJ(tl )) ((t,,)) commutes with the Parshin pairing defined 
on its residue field. 
1. Introduction. 
In [9] and [8] Vostokov generalized the Hilbert symbol for n-dimensional mixed 
characteristic local fields X,,. There Vostokov shows the existence of a skew-symmetric 
pairing on the II+ 1 fold product Xn* xX,: . . .Xn* which has the appropriate norm residue 
property. More explicitly, Vostokov constructs the skew-symmetric pairing 
defined by 
with the property for i # j, Xi + Tj = 1 @ lYvos(~~, ~2.. , %,,+I ) = 1. Here CC1 is a 
generator of the roots of unity ,LL~ contained in k, where q = p”, p a prime, p # 2. tr 
is the trace operator from the inertia subfield of k to QP. s is an expansion of iy in 
X,,, C) = &(a~, x2,. . , %,,+I ) is a sum of determinants involving the q’s, res is defined 
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as the residue of (4/s), i.e., the coefficient of ( Iit, tz . t+ I ). Vostokov shows that rvoS 
descends to a non-degenerate pairing 
where here K:I”‘(&) is the rtth topological K-group of the field & defined as the 
quotient K,,(X,,)/A,, (X,,), where K,,(X,,) is the nth Milnor K-group of X, and r\,,(X,,) is 
the intersection of all the neighborhoods of 0 in an appropriate topology of K,,(X,,). This 
pairing has the norm residue property, i.e., lY,.,,( XI, (2,. . , %,,+I ) = 1~ {gt, xl,. , r,,} C 
KF’(A’,,) is a norm in Kzp(X,l(qfi)). Fesenko extended these results showing that 
both the non-degeneracy in the above pairing and the norm residue property hold with 
KF”(X,,) replaced by K,,(&) [3, 41. Kato has also studied the residue map in Milnor 
K-theory [5] and has interpreted the Vostokov pairing from a cohomological point of 
view [6]. 
Here we continue our study of the generalized norm residue symbol. We will ex- 
plicitly show the compatibility of the reciprocity map of a higher local field with 
that of its residue field for two types of n-dimensional local fields; one equicharac- 
teristic and the other mixed characteristic. This compatibility was proved in a full 
extent by Fesenko [2]. In this treatment we explicitly define the map which gives this 
compatibility. 
The one-dimensional version of the the equicharacteristic field is given by FJ(t)) 
where 4 = p”, p a prime. Here FJ(t)) is a Laurent series with coefficients in Fq. The 
valuation for x E FJ(t)) is given by Ix(~F,,((,)) = la,,t” + u,,t”+’ lo,,) = ;I” where 
0 < ;I < 1. The residue field of FJ(t)) is Fq. 
The two-dimensional version of the mixed characteristic field is given by k{{t}}, 
where here k is a finite extension of QP. k{(t)} is the power series with coefficients 
in k of the form Cz_, a,t’ with the properties 
(a) limj,_X ]aiI,, = 0, where I),., is th e usual (.+adic valuation on k. 
(b) For ]a;(,,, = ?I,‘(‘,) 0 < ;’ < I we have mini ~(a;) is bounded from below. 
The valuation is defined by 
The residue field of k{ {t}} is k((i)) where k is the residue field of k. 
In [ I] we proved that the Vostokov pairing on the n-dimensional local field X,, = 
k{{tl}}...{{&-1)) commutes with the Vostokov pairing on the (n - 1 )-dimensional 
local field X,,_, = k{{tl }} { {t,,_~}}. More explicitly we showed: 
Theorem 1 (Bell [l]). Let X,, = k~~t~~~...~~t,,_~~~ cuzdX,,_I = k{{tl}}...{{t,_2)} 
whew k is N jinitr r.~tmsion of’ Q,. We us.wnw k contuins thr roots of’ unitl 
prl, where q = p”, p u prime, p # 2. Let K,,(X,,) be the nth Milnor K-group of’X,,. 
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is c,omnzutatirr, i.r.. jiw u E K,,(X,,)/(K,,(X,))q und b E X,~+-_,;(X,,-I)Y Ii’tI huw M(a. 
ib),,,, = (?LI,~)~~~ where ( , )Los is the Vostokoc puiring. 
Note that in Theorem 1 the embedding i from X,,_, to A’,, is the obvious one send- 
vtr resl$%Y, 1 (S(X, , I ing t, to t,. The map A4 : Q vtr res[di,(x,_ , J (VC.Y,_, ,]+ iq 1s a map induced - 
from the map M: c$(X,~) ---$ $(X+-J ) which projects each determinant of 4(X,,) to an 
appropriate minor corresponding to a determinant of c#I(X,~_~ ). 
Our aim in this paper is to show that the commutative property in Theorem 1 holds 
in two other settings. We will show the following proposition. 
Proposition 1. Let X,, = F,((t,)). .((t,,)) \c?th rrsirltrr,fiek~X,,_, = F,((t,)). .((t,,_, )) 
\~herr q = p”, p LI prime. Then thr diugrun~ hrlow 
Ic:,.(x:,- /1 ( ),I.‘, 
< (F-l)~~,,,(X,-l~ __i F,,,’ 
is cwmnutatirr. Hrrr W,n(X,7) are thr tutors qf’ lrnyth ~11 nhow inductiw limit 
fiwm the B’itt ring W(X,,). Here F is the pth power mup dejined on euch entg, qf’ 
W,,,(XI, ). I 
Note in Proposition 1 the embedding i from W,,,(X,,_l ) to W,,,(X,,) is the obvious one 
sending ti to t, for each component of IV,,,(X,,_l ) sent to its corresponding component 
of W,,,(X,,). The map A4 will be defined in Lemma 1. 
Theorem 2. LrtX,,=k{{t~}}...{{t,,_~}} ,vithresidl4rrr~~l~/X,,_, =F,((I,))...((t,,_,)). 
Here k is u ,jnitr extension oJ’ QP contuinimg c(<, \cIlertJ y = p”, p u prim. p f 2. 
Then the dugram beloitl 
is commututiw 
In Theorem 2 the embedding i from X,,_ I to X,, is the obvious one sending t, to t;. 
The map M will be defined in Section 3.1 which follows the statement of Lemma 2. 
1.1. Explicit de$nitions of’ the Vostokoc and genrrulid Artin-Schreiu symbol 
As stated earlier rVos defines a non-degenerate pairing 
Here C+!J = &XI, x2 . , CX,~+ I ) is given by 
~(~I,x2,...,%+l) = ~(~n+IP,,+I -c(x,l)Dn”‘(-l)“~(Xl)DI 
where the G(, E X,:, 
D, = (s,cx,-l)s,(r,-l)...s,(x,_l) 
I 
Vl(Q+l P/2(%+1 ).~.VnC%+l) 
. . 
for 2 5 i 2 n, 
VI(%) y12(%2) ‘.’ bs% I 
D] = Vl(X3) v2(%3) . . . fl,S% > 
. . 
vl](%,l) r72(%7+1) .” bz(h+l) 
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csl(~l) fi2CXI) “’ 4dXl) 
D 
61(x2) 62(@2) .” &I(~?) 
n+I = 
&(a,,) ii2(x,,) 11 I M% ) 





q,(r) = ;: - __ 
i a, ’ 
and LI = Frobenius operator of the inertia field of X,,. Here a acts by raising t, to the 
pth power and acts on coefficients via the usual Frobenius. 
The Parshin symbol [7] for an n-dimensional local field X, = FJ(t,)). . .((tlj)) is 
the natural generalization of the Artin-Schreier symbol in the one-dimensional case. 
The skew-symmetric pairing 
r,,,:X,; xX,;‘...X,1” + Fp 
induces a non-degenerate pairing 
K?‘(x,, ) ( )p.,, 
(K:p(Xn))/, x (F ?,x,, - F I’ 
where 
(, )par=(~~.~2...~,,2,,+~)=tr~,,,~,,res 
dxr dx2 dx,, 
G+I--A~A...A~ 
Xl 
Note when we descend to the non-degenerate pairing we consider (xl, x2,. , x,) as 
an element of K,?‘(X,, ). Here the Y, E X,: for 1 5 i 5 n and ZL,,+~ E X,,. F is the map 
defined by F(x) = XI’ for all Y E X,,. 
More generally for XI, ~1,. , x,, E X,: and .VI, ~‘2,. ,.I’,,, E X,, Parshin proved the 
existence of the pairing 
(x1,x2 . . . . . x,,,L’I . . . . . I‘,,,)=(wI,w~ ,..., w,,,)E W,,,(F,). 
which induces the non-degenerate generalized Witt pairing 
&“‘(Xn ) W&C,,) ( ’ )P.” 
(K;‘(X,,))f’“’ x (F - l)w,,,(x,?) 
__i F,,.r 
2. Proof of Proposition 1 
Now we prove a lemma from which Proposition 1 will follow. 
Lemma 1. Let X,! hr the n-rlinzensionul local jield X,, = F,( (tl )) ((t,, )) lvith rcsi- 
due field x,,_, = F,((t,))...((t,,_,)) II,I7m~ q = p", p (I pvirw. Tlw &upuim hrlow 
Here pr,, is the projection map eliminating the 8th coordinate. (t,,) is the maximal 
ideal of X,,. A4,,ar,par is the projection map on the logarithmic differentials x,~+I % A 
% A . . . A % eliminating %. D is the composition of mod(t,,) with Mpal-,par. 
Note that the&? in the diagram is actually the map from r,,+l% A % A.. A $f to 
Z,,%A$$A...A%; it induces the map M from tr,, ~;,res.t,r.,,+,~A~A...A~ 
to trF6,;.F,,resx;,_,?i,,+I F A $ A A s. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Going down and across in the diagram we see that (xl, ~12 x,~+ 1) 
is sent to Z,?+,%AZ$A...A*, via the map mod(t,,)opr,,, followed by the Parshin 
pairing on X,,_, . On the other hand, (xl, 3,. , x,,+ 1) is sent to x,)+1 % A $$ A.. A % 
via the Parshin pairing rpar on X,,. Applying A4par,pnr we obtain 
Reducing mod(t,) we obtain 
a 5 A 9 A. A dZ,-1 
n r, x2 . %I . 
This completes the proof of the Lemma 1. 
2.1. Interpretation cf M 
For specific types of r, we can view M in a very simple way. To do this we classify 
the types of logarithmic differentials xx,,+1 % A % A . A % which give rise to the 
residues in X,,. 
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Tv~x) I. Differentials of the form a’b-1 d”,:~~~~,~,d”l where h-1 ? is contributed by 
dr,, 
%,, and n 
,dt,~dr:~...~dr,,-, 
f, ,:..I_, iscontributedby %,:%IY...A%. 
T~pc 2. Differentials of the form u~“~$“;;*~~,~ where the contribution from % is 
not of the form b_l%. 
Notice that since A4par,par eliminates %, terms of Type 2 are in the kernel of 
M, i.e., Type 2 terms in X, do not get mapped to residues in X,,_,. We claim that 
if the Parshin pairing on X,, is trivial this implies that the Parshin pairing on X,,_l 
is trivial.This follows since the triviality of ({xl,. , x,,}, Y,,+I )par implies the trivial- 
ity of {xi,. . . IX,,} via the fact that ( , )par is non-degenerate. The tame symbol i 
takes {xl.. . , a,,} trivially to {XI,. . ,I,,-~}. Again by the non-degeneracy of ( . ),,:,, 
we have ({(,,...,I,,-I},x,,+I)~~~ = 0 , hence the claim. In terms of residues this 
explicitly says that a’&~ + a = 0 implies n’ = 0. Since a = mod(t,,) o MPa’.,Pa, 
sends (after taking residues) a’b_1 + u to n’ we see then that n/r is well 
defined. 
If u’ and a’h-, + a are non-trivial in FC, then M can be interpreted as the map 
F,, L FJl where :i’ E f$ is defined in the following way. By hypothesis u’b_1 +cr # 0 
in F(, implies trF,,.F;,a’b_l + a # 0 in F/, via the fact that trp,! F, is a non-degenerate 
pairing. Similarly a’ # 0 in Fq implies trF,, ~,,a’ # 0 in F,,. ;’ E F;; is then de- 
fined via 
trf-, F,,a’b_ 1 + CI = ;‘trF,, ~,,a’ 
Proof of Proposition 1. This follows directly from Lemma 1 for the case of the 
Parshin’s generalization of the Artin-Schreier pairing. For the case of the general- 
ized Witt pairing the proof follows by applying Lemma 1 to each component H’, of 
the vector (wy , TV?.. , WI,,,) = (xl, LX?,. . . , x,,, ~1,. . . , y,,,). Commutativity follows from the 
description of K::‘(X,,) and K:p(X,I_~) as topological K-groups.The fact that 
these pairings are stated for the Milnor K-groups follows by the work of 
Fesenko [4]. 
3. Proof of Theorem 2 
In order to prove Theorem 2 we prove a similar lemma in the mixed characteristic 
case. 
14 
component of the n-discrete caluution of&. The diuyrum below 
mod .@o (WLM,,, ,,,j,, J c 
Here pr,z is the projection map eliminating the nth coordinate. Multiplication by s is 
the map sending t to 4. (E(X),M,.,,_,,,) is a map on C#I to be defined. 
The I@ in the diagram above is actually a map from $ to E&+ 1% A ? A.. A e; 
it induces the map A4 : iy VI’ res’Jt’d”‘) i trK,,F,,resX,_,‘A,,+I E& A 9 A.. . *s %-I . 
3.1. DeJnition of’ (E(X).M,,,,,,) 
For any y E Y, P the maximal ideal of X,,, we define E(y) via 
E(q)=exp(l+%+$...)y. 
Here E(X) gives an isomorphism between the ideal Y and the multiplicative group 
1 + 9’. The inverse of E(X) is /(X) = (logXp-A)/p as stated earlier.Both E(X) and 
/(X) were studied by Vostokov [8]. 
We define Mvos,par on the Di as follows: 
(a) A4L,,,,parDj = 0 for I < i 5 17. 
(b) Wos,parD,~+~ equals the (n - 1) x (n - 1) determinant corresponding to the minor 
associated to 6,( ‘CL,, ). 
Notice KOs,parD,r+ I eliminates all terms of D,+I involving r,? and all derivatives 
involving t,, = $1, the uniformizer of k. Here (E(X),M,,,,,,) is defined on terms of 
the form /(q)D,, interpreted as the pair (/(a,), D;), via the product 
Applying WV 1, ~vo,,par > to 44% I, 3, . , T,+ I > we obtain 
(E(X 1, Mvos, par )($N~I>~2~‘~‘~%I+I 1) 
= (E(~),~,os.,,,)(~(~,,+i~D,+~ - C(~,)D,...(-~)“L(~I)DI) 
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Proof of Lemma 2. Multiplying through by s leaves the expansion &xI,Q,. . , x,,+I ). 
Applying (E(X >, MvOs, par) to 4 we obtain G+ ~Mvos,parD,,+ I . By definition M,os.par&+ I 
is the (n - 1) x (n - 1) determinant corresponding to the minor associated to a,( a,,), 
i.e.. it is the determinant 
&(a(1 ) &(c(,) . . . h-l(rl) 
M altl = 
61(&z) 62(5(2) h-1(%2) 
\‘Ob, pa 
&(%pi) fi2(%-1) ..’ Ll(%l) 
Using the fact that 




the above determinant can rewritten as a wedge product of logarithmic differentials 
yielding 
Reducing an+1 $ A 2 A , . A% mod9weobtain~,,+,~:,$~...A~.This A,,- I
completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. This follows from Lemma 2. Commutativity follows from the 
description of Kr’(X,,) and KFp(Xn-~) as topological K-groups.The fact that these 
pairings are stated for the Milnor K-groups follows by the work of Fesenko [4. 31. 
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